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Born in an aristocratic family, Giuseppe Capogrossi 
pursued a law career alongside his artistic practice 
as a figurative painter. His inspiration broadened 
when he enrolled in Felice Carena’s renowned 
Scuola di Nudo between 1923 and 1924, where he 
studied nudes, landscapes and still lifes.

In 1927, he began working with Fausto Pirandello, 
and went on his first trip to Paris, where he met 
the international avant-garde. Soon after, in 1930, 
he took part in the 17th Venice Biennale and in an 
exhibition at the Galleria del Milione in Milan with 
his friends Cagli and Cavalli. The three artists then 
returned to Paris in 1933 exhibiting for the last 
time as what George Waldemar defined as ‘The 
School of Rome’ at the Galerie Jacques Bojan.

As Capogrossi was reaching international 
success, he got invited to take part in the Venice 
Biennale nine times between 1934 and 1968, and 
in 1937, he also exhibited in the 1937  Exhibition 
of Paintings in Pittsburgh, in the Anthology of 
Contemporary Italian Painting at the Cometa Art 
Gallery in New York, and at the Akademie der 
Künste in Berlin. Moreover, he participated in the 
Quadriennale Nazionale d’Arte of Rome in 1935, 
1939, 1943, 1955, and again in 1957. 

After the war, Capogrossi abandoned figuration 
to dedicate himself to Informal Art. In 1951, he 
founded the Origine group with Ballocco, Colli and 

GIUSEPPE CAPOGROSSI
(Rome, 1900 - 1972)

Burri, and in 1952, he joined the Gruppo Spaziale 
in Milan.

He explained his turn towards abstraction through 
the radical conception that form is no longer 
imitated, but assimilated. Titled simply Superficie, 
the new works were graphic arrangements of 
repeated elementary symbols encoded through a 
brand new semiotic language, seemingly archaic 
and indecipherable.

With his international renown still growing, 
Capogrossi participated in the Salon de Mai in 
Paris,  in the Milan Triennale, and in Documenta 
I and II in Kassel, as well as in the third and fifth 
Sao Paulo biennials. He was invited to the Tokyo 
International Biennial in 1960 and to the 17th 
Salon de Paris. In 1962 he had his own room in the 
Venice Biennale and won the first prize alongside 
Fausto Morlotti. He later exhibited in the collective 
Painting and Sculpture of Decade 1954 – 1964 
exhibition at the Tate Gallery in London.
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GIUSEPPE CAPOGROSSI

Rome 1900  Rome 1972

Superficie CP/373, 19711972

glued paper
29,92 x 22,04 inch  76 x 56  cm

____________________
PROVENANCE
Galleria L’Isola, Rome.
Galleria L’Isola, Trento.
Galleria Traghetto, Venice.
Private collection
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GIUSEPPE CAPOGROSSI

Rome 1900  Rome 1972

Superficie 423, 1961

oil on canvas
39,37 x 33,46 inch  100 x 85  cm
reverse: signed and dated: Capogrossi 1961.
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Galleria del Naviglio, Milan.
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“Capogrossi. Una retrospettiva”, Collezione Peggy Guggenheim, Venice,
September 2012  February 2013.



Dadamaino, born Eduarda Emilia Maino, first 
studied pharmacy and discovered her artistic 
vocation only later in life. In the 1950s, she 
became acquainted with a group of young artists, 
followers of Lucio Fontana, who represented the 
post-war Milanese avant-garde. These were those 
artists who elected the iconic Jamaica bar as their 
favorite hang-out: Piero Manzoni, Gianni Colombo, 
Enrico Castellani, Agostino Bonalumi. Dadamaino 
immediately joined the Azimuth group, founded 
by Manzoni and Castellani, and the Zero group, 
formed by Heinz Mack, Otto Piene and Günther 
Uecker.

She developed her own personal vision, inspired 
by a reversal of mass production, typical of the 
industrial age, and her work was soon exposed 
in the Netherlands, Belgium, England, Germany, 
France, Spain and Switzerland. Abroad, she gained 
more recognition than in Italy.

With Getulio Alviani, Bruno Munari and Enzo 
Mari, she was one of the founders of the Nuova 
Tendenza (New Trend), and participated in 
numerous exhibitions around the world as part of 
that group. She started organizing her work around 
a visual alphabet of sixteen signs, which she called 
“mental alphabet”. Emblematic of her work is the 
Volume series, composed of large canvases with 
cut-out elliptical holes, and evocative of Fontana’s 
artworks, and which revealed her ability to express 

DADAMAINO
(Milan, 1930 - 2004)

a sense of lightness. A feminist and social activist, 
she participated in protest movements that 
emerged in 1968, and supported the project of 
House of the Artists in Milan, by participating in 
manifestations in favor of the arts, alongside 
Luciano Fabro, Jole De Sanna and Hidetoshi 
Nagasawa. She was invited to exhibit her work 
at the Venice Biennial twice, first in 1980 with her 
cycle I fatti della vita (The Facts of Life), and in 
1990 with Il movimento delle cose (The Movement 
of Things).

Dadamaino’s works are housed in many 
collections such as the Tate Modern in London, 
the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation in Venice 
and the Foundation of Concrete Art in Reutlingen, 
Germany. Dadamaino died in Milan in 2004.
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DADAMAINO

Milan 1930  Milan 2004

Volume, 1959

waterbased paint on canvas, black
27,55 x 19,68 inch  70 x 50  cm

certificate of authenticity from the Archivio Generale Dadamaino, Milan,
on photograph, no. 169/13.

____________________
PROVENANCE
Private collection, Florence
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DADAMAINO

Milan 1930  Milan 2004

Volume, 1959

waterbased paint on canvas, white
27,55 x 19,68 inch  70 x 50  cm

certificate of authenticity from the Archivio Generale Dadamaino, Milan,
on photograph n° 131/14.

____________________
PROVENANCE
Private collection, Milan

EXHIBITIONS
“Dadamaino”, Tornabuoni Arte, Florence, May  July 2014.



Giorgio de Chirico was born in Greece to Italian 
parents. From an early age, he displayed an 
aptitude for drawing and painting that he was 
encouraged to pursue by studying fine art at 
the Polytechnic School of Athens. In 1906, de 
Chirico moved to Munich, where he attended 
the Academy of Fine arts for two years. There, 
he came across the philosophical writings of 
Nietzsche and Schopenhauer, as well as the late 
Romantic paintings of Arnold Böcklin. These were 
particularly influential in the realisation of his first 
metaphysical self-portraits and landscapes.

Intrigued and fascinated by the young painter’s 
canvases when the latter moved to Paris in 1911, 
the French poet Guillaume Apollinaire introduced 
de Chirico to his circle of friends including the 
artists of the Cubist movement, as well as 
Surrealist writer André Breton. Upon meeting Carlo 
Carrà in Ferrara in 1916, the two artists began 
theorizing metaphysical painting.

Their research led to de Chirico’s first solo exhibition 
in 1919, which attracted many Surrealist artists, 
who were drawn to the mysterious atmosphere 
of de Chirico’s canvases. Their aura of silence and 
longing, their dream-like quality and the imaginary 
plane on which they evolved resonated with the 
artistic research of Surrealism.

From the 1920s onward, however, de Chirico 

GIORGIO DE CHIRICO
(Volos, 1888 - Rome, 1978)

gradually detached himself from metaphysical 
painting to join the Novecento movement in 
1925. Taking a stance against Modernism, these 
artists looked back to the Italian pictorial tradition, 
and de Chirico drew much criticism to himself 
from the avant-garde art world as he adopted 
more a more traditional style and technique, 
painting mythological subjects and landscapes. 
His Veronese-like works of the 1940s led the 
Surrealists to definitively renounce him.

Giorgio de Chirico died in Rome, in 1978 and his 
works are now housed in prestigious institutions 
throughout the world, including the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York, the Centre Pompidou in 
Paris, the Tate Modern in London and the National 
Gallery in Rome.
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GIORGIO DE CHIRICO

Volos 1888  Rome 1978

Il trovatore, 1959 ca.

oil on canvas
19,68 x 15,74 inch  50 x 40  cm
front: signed bottom right: g. de Chirico

certificate of authenticity by Claudio Bruni Sakraischik, on photograph.

____________________
PROVENANCE
Private collection, Rome.
Galleria d’Arte Maggiore, Bologna.
G. Germani Collection.
Galleria d’Arte Cesaro, Parma.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Giorgio de Chirico. Opere dal 1951 al 1974”, catalogue raisonné edited
by Claudio Bruni Sakraischik, Edizioni Electa, Milan, 1987, Vol. VIII, no.
1229.
“Reading de Chirico”, exhibition catalogue edited by Katherine Robinson,
Forma Edizioni, Poggibonsi, 2017, p.118.
“Arte moderna e contemporanea. Antologia scelta 2018”, exhibition
catalogue Tornabuoni Art, Florence, 2017, p. 73.

EXHIBITIONS
“Reading de Chirico”, Tornabuoni Art, London, October 2017  January
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After brief studies in architecture, Piero Dorazio 
quickly turned to the visual arts, particularly 
painting.

Leaving figuration behind at the age of 20, he 
co-authored the Forma I manifesto in 1947 with 
Pietro Consagra, Achille Perilli, Carla Accardi and 
Giulio Turcato. Strongly inspired by Futurism and 
expressing leftist political views, the manifesto 
contrasted with the ideals of Socialist Realism, as 
illustrated by Renato Guttuso. It marked Dorazio’s 
full embrace of abstract art, and served as a 
guideline for the rest of his career.

In the 1950s, Dorazio began collaborating with 
several art journals, and writing as an art critic. He 
published The Fantasy of Art in Modern Life and 
worked as a lecturer and exhibition manager, until 
becoming the official critic for the Corriere della 
Sera newspaper in 1984.

Dorazio’s highly experimental approach to art took 
him from Cubism to Futurism, always with bright, 
contrasting colours. In 1951, Dorazio discovered 
the work of Giacomo Balla and helped resurrect 
the artist’s reputation by bringing his work to New 
York. Inspired by Balla’s work on Divisionism earlier 
in the century, Dorazio began creating meshes, 
overlapping chromatic structures reinventing both 
space and surface.

PIERO DORAZIO
(Rome, 1927 - Todi, 2005)

A great experimenter, he focuses his work on 
colour plots and interferences like the Reticoli of 
the 1960s. In 1960, Dorazio had a room dedicated 
to his work at the Venice Biennale where he took 
part again in 1966.

In this same period, he embarked on a series 
of formative journeys to France, where he met 
Braque, Arp, Léger and Le Corbusier, and to the 
United States, where he started frequenting the 
studios of major artists from the New York School, 
such as Hans Richter, Robert Motherwell, Willem 
De Kooning and Jackson Pollock.

The artis died in 2005. Today, many are housed 
in the collections of major European museums in 
Italy, France, Switzerland, England and the USA.
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PIERO DORAZIO

Rome 1927  Todi 2005

Piccola premura, 1962

oil on canvas
21,25 x 28,34 inch  54 x 72  cm
reverse: signed, titled and dated: Piero Dorazio Piccola premura 1962

certificate of authenticity by Archivio Piero Dorazio, Milan, on
photograph, n° 19620005535E5D; by Studio Marconi, Milan.

____________________
PROVENANCE
Studio Marconi, Milan.
Christian Reyntjens Collections.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Lucio Fontana spent the first years of his life 
between Rosario di Santa Fe and Milan, where 

his parents came from. He then settled in Europe 

in 1927. During the 1930s, he began his artistic 
career as a sculptor and created works essentially 

made of terracotta and ceramic. Fontana quickly 

took part in important exhibitions, such as the 

Milan Triennale, the Venice Biennale and the 

Rome Quadrennial. His works were also exhibited 

outside Italian borders: in 1937 the artist worked in 
Sèvres and presented his ceramics during a solo 

exhibition at the Jeanne Bucher-Myrbor gallery in 

Paris.

In 1940, he fled the war in Europe and returned to 
Argentina where, in 1946, he laid out the principles 

of his artistic practice with the very first Manifiesto 
Blanco, a statement of Neo-Futurist poetry. He 

wanted to create art in keeping with its time that 

would embrace science and technology, and 

uncover a new dimension in the flat surface: the 
space beyond the canvas. By slashing his paintings 

– one of the most primitive gestures in art history 

– Fontana liberated the artist from the confines of 
the flat canvas surface and set the principles of 
the movement he co-founded: Spatialism.

The works Fontana created subsequently are 

invariably entitled Concetto spaziale (or “Spatial 

concept”). Having returned to Milan in 1947, 

he delved further into his Spatialist research, 

LUCIO FONTANA
(Rosario Santa Fe, 1899 - Varese, 1968)

punching holes (buchi in Italian) into canvases, 

as an embodiment of space and a reminder of its 

infinite potential. In the following 1950s he created 
a series of works increasingly representative of 

informal thought: Fontana opens a path towards 
a search for infinity, space and spirituality with the 
series of the Stones, the Baroque and the chalks. 

In the early 1960s, Fontana fully embraced the 

monochrome, looking for purity and regularity 

in his work in order to overcome the chaos of 

Informal Art.

After the famous gallery owner Iris Clert dedicated 

two solo exhibitions to him in 1961 and in 1964, 

Fontana then became a prominent artistic figure: 
in 1966 he won the First Prize for painting at the 

33rd edition of the Biennale of Venice while the 

MoMA in New York held a retrospective of his 

work.

He died in 1968, but posthumous exhibitions 

continued to follow: the Center Georges Pompidou 
held a remarkable retrospective in 1987 and the 

artist’s work was also present at the exhibition The 

Italian Metamorphosis at the Guggenheim in New 

York in 1994. Fontana remains to this day of the 

most famous and sought after Italian artists in the 

world; his work can be found in all the collections 

of the greatest museums such as the Pompidou 

Center, the Tate in London, the MoMA in New York.
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LUCIO FONTANA

Rosario Santa Fè 1899 - Comabbio 1968

Concetto spaziale, 1962

oil, hole and graffiti on canvas
31,88 x 39,37 inch - 81 x 100  cm
front: signed on the bottom right: I.Fontana
reverse: signed and titled: I.Fontana / Concetto Spaziale

Tornabuoni Art

Tornabuoni Art

Tornabuoni Art
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Conrad Marca Relli, whose original spelling was 
Corrado Marcarelli, was born in Boston. His 
parents Cosimo and Genovina Marcarelli were 
Italian immigrants from Benevento. Marcarelli 
moved to New York City when he was 13 where 
he grew up with his brother Ettore, and sisters 
Dora and Ida. His youth was split between the US 
and Italy, where he became interested in arts. He 
supported himself by working as an art teacher 
and then with the mural painting divisions of the 
Federal Art Project During this period he won the 
Logan Medal of the Arts and met artists such as 
Elaine de Kooning, Franz Kline, Willem de Kooning. 
He served in the US Army military service during 
World War II (1941–1945).

After the war, Marca-Relli joined the Downtown 
Group, which represented group of artists who 
found studios in lower Manhattan in the area 
bounded by 8th and 12th street between First 
and Sixth Avenues during the late 1940s and early 
1950s. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, he 
was actively involved in the avant-garde art world 
in Greenwich Village. His first one-man show was 
in New York City in 1948. In 1949 Marca-Relli was 
among the founders of the Artists’ Club located at 
39 East 8th Street, and later he was selected by 
his fellow artists to show in the Ninth Street Show 
held on May 21 to June 10, 1951. Ever since, he 
participated to all the following New York Painting 
and Scultpure Annuals from 1953 to 1957.

CONRAD MARCA RELLI
(Massachussets, 1913 - Parma, 2000)

The artists he hang out with in NY were called 
the Downtown Group as opposed to the Uptown 
Group established during the war at The Art of 
This Century Gallery. In the following years, thanks 
to his fame, Marca-Relli taught at Yale University 
from 1954 to 1955 and from 1959 to 1960, and at 
the University of California, Berkeley. In 1953, he 
bought a house near Jackson Pollock’s home in 
Springs, East Hampton. As his career progressed, 
he increasingly distanced himself from the New 
York School.

Marca-Relli’s early cityscapes, still lifes, circus 
themes and architectural motifs are reminiscent 
of Italian surrealist painter Giorgio de Chirico. 
Throughout his career, Marca-Relli created 
monumental-scale collages as well, that developed 
over the years an abstract simplicity, evidenced by 
black or somber colors and rectangular shapes 
isolated against a neutral backdrop. He also 
combined oil painting and collage, employing 
intense colors, broken surfaces and expressionistic 
spattering, as well as metal and vinyl materials. 

He lived and worked in many countries around 
the world, eventually settling in Parma, Italy with 
his wife, Anita Gibson, whom he married in 1951. 
Conrad Marca-Relli died on August 29, 2000, in 
Parma, at the age of 87.
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CO R D RC  RE I

Boston  1913  Parma 2000

X-L-9-69 (Heavy Cloth), 1969

mixed media and alluminium on canvas
50,39 x 76,77 inch  128 x 195  cm

____________________
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Lagorio Arte Contemporanea, Brescia.
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Giorgio Morandi was an Italian painter and 
engraver born and raised in Bologna. He studied 
at the Accademia di Belle Arti di Bologna, which 
based its traditions on 14th-century painting. 
Morandi taught himself to etch by studying books 
on Rembrandt. He was excellent at his studies, 
although his professors disapproved of the 
changes in his style. In 1910 he visited Florence, 
where the works of reinassance artists. He had 
a brief digression into a Futurist style in 1914. In 
1915, he joined the army but suffered a breakdown 
and was indefinitely discharged.

Mornadi’s almost proverbial isolation from the 
Italian cultural climate of the times and the 
strict control of expressive means inherent 
to his painting, for a long time, have favoured 
its “crepuscular” interpretation. Morandi only 
sporadically adhered to the Italian movements of 
the first half of the 20th century; his metaphysical 
period (1918-20) was more a consequence of his 
own artistic reasoning than the specific intentions 
of the movement itself. Morandi was devoted to 
masters such as Cézanne, Vermeer, Chardin, 
Corot and the masters of the early 15th century, 
and these influences were particularly pronounced 
in his still lifes of the metaphysical period.

Morandi ehxibited in the Novecento Italiano 
exhibitions, but was more specifically associated 
with the regional Strapaese group by the end of the 

GIORGIO MORANDI
(Bologna, 1890 - 1964)

decade, a fascist-influenced group emphasizing 
local cultural traditions. He was sympathetic 
to the Fascist party in the 1920s, although his 
friendships with anti-Fascist figures led authorities 
to arrest him briefly in 1943. Among other things, 
from 1928 Morandi participated in some of the 
Venice Biennale exhibitions, in the Quadriennale in 
Rome.

His production followed a personal aesthetic rule 
that derived from the consistency of rapports 
between the meditated order of shapes and 
subtle variations of colour in a range of whites, 
yellows, ochres, greys, pinks and violets, both in 
his famous still lifes and landscapes. His use of 
a limited palette is a particular characteristic of 
his, which makes him poetic and surreal, and even 
though he does not particularise his subjects in 
an obsessive way, it is clearly visible how they do 
not lack realism. Immediately after 1930, the artist 
began to slice the habitual forms in his paintings 
into strips of compact, understated colours, 
occasionally enlivened by vivid hues.

Morandi constantly cultivated the art of engraving 
of which he is the undisputed master, at times 
introducing etching into the painting, at others, 
using a reverse process always with his customary 
themes that distinguish and make him unique in 
the history of art. 
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GIORGIO MORANDI

Bologna 1890  Bologna 1964

Natura morta, 1961

oil on canvas
9,84 x 11,81 inch  25 x 30  cm
front: signed at the bottom center: Morandi
reverse: labels and stamps: Galleria del Milione, Milano, n° 9129; stamp:
Galleria d’Arte Falsetti, Prato, n° 3514; unidentified stamp

certificate of authenticity by Invedart, Lugano.

____________________
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Mazzotta collection, Milan.
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Zaffino Collection, Reggio Calabria.
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Galleria Marescalchi, Bologna.
Private collection, Milan.
Private collection, London.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
“Morandi. Catalogo generale. 1948/1964”, edited by Lamberto Vitali,
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Nevelson emigrated with her family from czarist 
Russia to the United States in 1905, settling 
in Rockland, Maine. Nevelson learned English 
at school, as she spoke Yiddish at home. By 
1920, she had moved to New York City, where 
she studied drama and later enrolled at the Art 
Students League. Throughout the early 1930s, 
Nevelson traveled across Europe and briefly 
attended Hans Hofmann’s school in Munich, 
returning to New York in 1932 where she studied 
once again with Hofmann. During those years, she 
started experimenting with conceptual art and 
different media, until she specialised in sculpture. 
She started working with wood, in particular, 
and creating puzzle-like compositions, typically 
monochromatic

Nevelson participated in several group shows 
throughout the 1930s, the first of which was 
organized by the Secession Gallery and held at the 
Brooklyn Museum in 1935. She received her first 
one-person exhibition at the Nierendorf Gallery, 
New York, in 1941—the first of several with the 
gallery throughout a decade punctuated by travels 
to Europe, explorations in printmaking, and work 
at the Sculpture Center in New York. By the late 
1940s and early 1950s, Nevelson had traveled to 
Guatemala and Mexico to view Pre-Colombian art 
and began to produce a series of wood landscape 
sculptures.

LOUISE NEVELSON
(Pereiaslav, 1899 - New York, 1988)

An interest in shadow and space materialized 
in her first all-black sculptures, introducing a 
visual language that came to characterize much 
of her work from the mid-1950s onward. This 
development was encouraged in the form of 
acquisitions from three New York museums: 
in 1956, the Whitney Museum of American Art, 
nd the following year the Brooklyn Museum, 
soon thereafter, the Museum of Modern Art. The 
latter also further championed her work with 
othe inclusions, but the artist also took part in 
exhibitions abroad, notably, among others, the 
Venice Biennale. 

Late in her career, Nevelson continued to utilize 
wood in her sculptures, but also experimented 
with other materials such as aluminum, plastic 
and metal. She embraced the idea of her works 
being able to withstand climate change and the 
freedom in moving beyond limitations in size.
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LOUISE NEVELSON

Perislav (Ukraine) 1899  New York 1988

Untitled, 1982

painted wood
49,21 x 29,92 x 7,08 inch  125 x 76 x 18 cm
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Domenico “Mimmo” Rotella studied art at the 
Academy of fine arts in Naples. In 1945 he started 
working in Rome as a draughtsman and realising 
figurative and geometrical-abstract paintings. In 
1949 he began formulating “Epistaltic” (phonetic) 
Poems, which combine invented words, sounds 
and onomatopoeias.

A scholarship from the Fulbright Foundation 
allowed him to visit the University of Kansas City 
in 1951. Back to Rome in 1953, he introduced 
décollage, a technique consisting in applying 
fragments of paper he tears from posters on the 
street to the canvas. After 1958, he developed 
Cinecittà, a series of works created with movie 
posters, featuring famous actors such as Marylin 
Monroe.

In 1961 Rotella joins the Nouveau Réalisme, a 
group founded by Pierre Restany in 1960 that 
included, among others, Yves Klein, Pierre Arman 
and César. Three years later he moved to Paris, 
where he developed an interest for the use of 
mechanical processes in the making of images 
(Mec-Art). Beginning to project pictures onto an 
emulsified canvas, he thus inverted his previous 
way of working. He subsequently used typography 
and tangled images to conceive the Art-typo, 
a superposition of advertising images that 
reintegrated what he previously dismembered. In 
1967 Rotella and César shot some erotic videos, 

MIMMO ROTELLA
(Catanzaro, 1918 - Milan, 2006)

focusing on the myth of Leda and the Swan. The 
same year, Rotella moved to New York.

In the early 1970s, Rotella started travelling around 
the world and settled again in Paris. In 1973 he 
developed new techniques: frottage (taking a 
rubbing from an uneven surface to reproduce 
the shape of an object) and effaçage (deleting a 
topographical image with a solvent).

In 1980 he moved to Milan, where he elaborated 
the blank, advertising posters torn and covered 
with monochrome stripes. From 1986 on he 
created the Sovrapittura: the overlaying of acrylic 
paints on an intact or previously torn poster. In 
1987 he started applying this technique to zinc.

According to his wishes, the Mimmo Rotella 
Foundation was created in 2000. In 2005 he was 
awarded a gold medal for his career at the XIV 
Rome Quadriennale. The same year, in Catanzaro, 
the House of Memory was inaugurated, a museum 
hosting a selection of Rotella’s works and a library 
devoted to his production and contemporary 
visual arts. Rotella died in 2006.

Since the 1950s Rotella’s works have been 
exhibited in prestigious museums and galleries 
worldwide. These include the MoMA (1961 and 
1991), the Guggenheim (1994) in New York, and 
the Centre Pompidou in Paris (1991).
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MIMMO ROTELLA

Catanzaro 1918  Milan 2006

La rapina, 1964

décollage
21,25 x 37 inch  54 x 94  cm
front: signed and dated bottom right: Rotella / 64
reverse: signed, titled and dated: “La rapina” / Rotella / 64

certificate of authenticity by the Fondazione Mimmo Rotella on
photograph, n° 0743 DC 964/000.
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Salvatore Scarpitta was born of a mother of 
Russian origin and a sculptor father of Sicilian 
origin. After graduating from high school, he left 
the United States to live in Sicily and then in Rome 
from 1936 to 1958, where he graduated from the 
Academy of Fine Arts. After the war, during which 
he served in the U.S. Navy, he remained in Italy 
until 1958, when he approached the gallerist Leo 
Castelli.

In December 1958 Scarpitta returned to New 
York and in January 1959 the Leo Castelli Gallery 
organized its first solo exhibition in the United 
States entitled Salvatore Scarpitta – Extramurals. 
From 1959 to 1992, the Leo Castelli Gallery 
dedicated ten solo shows as well as numerous 
group shows, which made him a well-known 
member of the New York avant-garde art scene.

In 1964 Scarpitta began to introduce objects 
from the racing world in his works such as belts, 
harnesses, exhaust pipes, etc., by gluing them to 
his canvases. “When I was young, I used to train 
around California garages and was ecstatic. I 
loved the smells, the noises, every little detail of 
this world. (…) I admired the riders and races at the 
time. The first time I painted, it was the numbers 
of my driver friends who let me paint on their 
bright, multi-colored cars. (Salvatore Scarpitta in 
an interview with Barbara Snyder for A Journal of 
artist, 1986).

SALVATORE SCARPITTA
(New York, 1919 - 2007)

These experiences and memories created on the 
runways became of fundamental importance and 
inspiration in the artist’s life and art. Scarpitta’s 
research and work on cars reached its peak with 
two exhibitions at the Leo Castelli Gallery in 1965 
and the Leo Castelli Warehouse in 1969.

In 1970, inspired by his childhood memories (as 
opposed to race cars inspired by her teenage 
years), Scarpitta worked on sleds built with found 
objects such as chairs, hockey sticks and also 
wrapped Christmas trees, wrapped in his famous 
bendati.

From 1965 to 2001, Scarpitta taught at the 
Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore. He 
passed away on April 10, 2007, at his home in 
Manhattan.
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SALVATORE SCARPITTA

New York 1919  New York  2007

Bunker Signal (Bunker Signal 2), 1961

bandage, wood and mixed media on board
19,29 x 25,07 inch  49 x 63,7  cm
reverse: signed, titled and dated on the reverse: S. Scarpitta / “Bunker
Signal” / 1961;  c/o Dwan Gallery L.A / S.Scarpitta / c/o Castelli 4 E 77
St. N.Y.
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Paolo Scheggi trained at the Istituto Statale d’Arte 
and at the Academy of Fine Arts in Florence. While 
still a student, in 1960, he exhibited his paintings 
and early pieces made of superimposed metallic 
sheets in Florence, and a solo show was quick to 
follow in 1961.

Scheggi’s early travels between London and 
Rome introduced him to the works of Mondrian 
and Arp, and he became interested in philosophy. 
He discussed his investigations into the problems 
of plastic language in the magazine Il Malinteso, 
presented by Jean Paul Sartre, which he founded 
in 1961. Later that same year, Scheggi settled in 
Milan, where he became part of the burgeoning 
Italian avant-garde that had shaped itself around 
Lucio Fontana in the 1950s, alongside Enrico 
Castellani, Vincenzo Agnetti, Agostino Bonalumi 
and Dadamaino. Through a multi-disciplinary 
approach involving the visual arts, architecture, 
fashion, poetry and performance, Scheggi grew 
close to the artists that Gillo Dorfles qualified as 
“oggettuali” (object-based).

Inspired by Enrico Castellani’s kinetic 
experiments and in a re-formulation of Lucio 
Fontana’s Spatialism, Scheggi also adopted the 
monochrome. His artistic language thus moved 
beyond the teachings of Cubism and of the 
European informal style through a dialectical 
articulation of distinctive artistic concepts: mass 

PAOLO SCHEGGI
(Florence, 1940 - Rome, 1971)

/ void, inside / outside, addition / subtraction and 
affirmation / negation. These are translated into his 
work by gashes, grooves, holes and undulations 
on interlocking and overlapping canvases that 
create the illusion of multiplied depth and allow 
the painting to be considered as an object, rather 
than a surface.

In 1965, he joined the New Art Practice group, 
which brought him into contact with the Zero 
and Nul groups, giving his career an international 
dimension. Indeed, that same year, Scheggi took 
part in Art Rental, at the Museum of Modern Art 
in New York, and the following year, aged only 26, 
he was invited to exhibit his work at the Venice 
Biennale.

The last years of Scheggi’s career are characterized 
by his experimentation with the space around the 
work of art. Taking on an architectural dimension, 
his late pieces played with the relationship 
between the artwork and its environment, as well 
as with the viewer’s perception. His last works 
were exhibited a year after his death at the 1972 
Venice Biennale, in a posthumous homage to the 
artist to whom Fontana wrote: “I like your inquiries, 
your research and your canvases, so profoundly 
black, red, white; they reveal your thoughts, your 
fears.”
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PAOLO SCHEGGI

Settignano 1940  Rome 1971

Per una situazione, 1962

red acrylic on three superimposed canvases
25,59 x 19,68 x 1,96 inch  65 x 50 x 5 cm
reverse: signed, titled and dated: Paolo Scheggi Merlini / per una
situazione 1962.
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Emilio Vedova was a self-taught artist. From the 
start of his career, the main theme of his work 
was the desperate condition of man in a world of 
aggression and social injustice. The first works he 
produced between 1935 and 1939 clearly show 
that the artist’s abstraction has little in common 
with the improvisation and automatism typical of 
informal art.

After the Second World War, his work reflected 
the violence of the debate between realism and 
abstraction that took place in Italy. Under the pro-
found influence of Futurists and Picasso, Vedova 
came to the realisation of a harsh and violent sign, 
always ruled by black. He then designed a series of 
works called Black Geometries, Explosion, Battle, 
Europe and Concentration Camp,  whose titles 
show their political implication. 

Subsequently, during the 1950s, he produced the 
series called Cycle of Protest, Cycle of Nature, 
and Cycle for Brazil, reaching the peak of informal 
Italian art.

From this moment Vedova developed the 
spontaneous and gestural style for which he is 
recognised today: behind the apparent chaos the 
artist creates a very structured space, composed 
of different plans, lines and highly identifiable signs 
such as crosses, triangles, circles, and writing.

EMILIO VEDOVA
(Venice, 1919 - 2006)

Finally, in the 1960s, Vedova embarked on a new 
direction which took him to the Plurimi: painted 
constructions in relation to the surrounding space, 
leading to the imposing canvases of the 1980s 
whose violent and determined gesture reflects the 
drama of the human condition, giving a sharper 
meaning, denunciation and moral protest.

Today Vedova’s works are held in a private 
museum in Venice, next to the Pinault collection 
at the Pointe de la Douane, in a space specially 
designed for his works by the architect Renzo 
Piano.
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EMILIO VEDOVA

Venice 1919  Venice 2006

(Oltre), 1986

acrylic painting, nitratine painting, pastels on card
39,37 x 27,16 inch  100 x 69  cm
front: signed and dated bottom right : Vedova 86.
reverse: stamp : Comune di Ferrara  Palazzo dei Diamanti  Direzione
Gallerie Civiche d’Arte Moderna.

certificate of authenticity from Archivio della Fondazione Emilio
Annabianca Vedova, code FV129.
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